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GeoVox is a voxel-based, real-time terrain generation tool, developed and
published by Axis Game Factory in 2015. As a terrain creation tool, its most
prominent feature is that its based on Volume Pixel ( Voxel ). With its help,

game developers can instantly create lush AAA quality of environments from
the start; create carve, sculpt, and generate scenes like never before; then
play with and share them. Furthermore, the company has a new application
for the PC and the Mac to create and monetize games on the app store. The

company aims to release its version 1.0 of its AGF Studio free in the very near
future. GG. The free tools are a lot like what the previous company Heavy

Water originally promised.Designers can drag and drop assets, as if they were
pulling parts from a warehouse to assemble a prototype. The tool library has a
variety of themes, characters, cameras, game modes, and other assets. It also
allows you to create your own custom objects for use in a game. The factory
reduces the need to hire a bunch of artists and programmers to create things

during a game projects experimental stage. And Axis says it requires no
progamming skill to use AGF PRO. As we said above, the free tools are a lot
like what the previous company Heavy Water originally promised.Designers
can drag and drop assets, as if they were pulling parts from a warehouse to
assemble a prototype. The tool library has a variety of themes, characters,

cameras, game modes, and other assets. It also allows you to create your own
custom objects for use in a game. The factory reduces the need to hire a

bunch of artists and programmers to create things during a game projects
experimental stage. And Axis says it requires no progamming skill to use AGF

PRO.
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